
2019-2020 Junior High Options 
Attention Junior High parents and students: Options selection time! 

It's time to begin another great school year and with that in mind, junior high students will need to 
select their option classes for the first quarter of the year. Please review the following junior high 

options list with your child.  Junior High students will be asked to select their first quarterly option on 
Tuesday, Sept. 3rd in their classrooms.   

Students will be asked to list 6 option choices with #1 being their most desired selection. Please be 
aware that options are filled beginning with grade 9 students, then grade 8 students, on down to Grade 
7 students. Foods and Fitness class are restricted to Grade 9 and 8 students due to high interest and 

small class sizes.  

Students will not be allowed to switch between option classes after classes have been filled. 

We encourage students to try something new and explore new courses. 

Powerskating - ½ Year Course  

The power skating option is a comprehensive skill development program designed to improve a students on 
ice skills and promote a love for the game of hockey. Primary areas of skill development will be in 
forward/backward skating, turns, acceleration, stops, shooting, and puck handling. Powerskating will take place 
three days a week at the Sports Palace and students will be required to wear full equipment. Full ice 
scrimmages will be used to reinforce skills. Goalies are welcome.  

Drama  

This introduction to drama focuses on games, improvisation, movement, tableaux, choral speech and 
performance. Students also create original presentations which are scripted, produced and performed 
informally and filmed on video. As well, students perform scripted plays for elementary classes.  These 
activities help students feel comfortable with various aspects of drama and enables them to develop 
confidence in their ability to work with others. They learn how to control their bodies, model situations and to 
express themselves in verbal and non-verbal ways.  

Mythology 

An introduction to Ancient Greek and Ancient Roman mythology through readings, videos and art. We will 
focus on various myths in both ancient cultures. We will consider the myths in relation to their cultural contexts 
at different historical moments in the Greek and Roman worlds. We will see how they reflect the values and 
fears of the Greeks and Romans.  
 
Culture Crew  
 
This option will focus on developing an appreciation for different countries and cultures around the world.  We 
will also focus on learning about the various cultures in our school with an emphasis on language, cuisine, 
customs and traditions. Some optional off campus field trips to cultural centers will be offered as well. 
 
Film Studies 

Students will view classic and contemporary movies and study the elements that make them good movies: 
plot, characters, special effects, setting, etc. Students will recreate favorite scenes using art and music to show 
what they like about the movies they view. Time will be spent watching the movies, discussing them and using 
hands-on activities to demonstrate what they learn about the movies and the making of the movies. 

Fitness 



Fitness is a moderate weight training option with emphasis on moderate to low weight with high repetitions. 
The focus starts with the core and moves to multiple joint movements for the whole body.  

Girls Empowered  
 
This is a girls-only option. The mission of this option is to strengthen young women mentally, physically and 
socially. Discussion of hot topics women face today and exploration of various skills, strategies and tools to 
make confident choices will empower young girls on their life journey. The class will cover the following topics: 
women in history, family relationships, friends, media influences, self esteem, self respect, substance abuse, 
goal setting, women’s issues, and relationships.  
 

Travel/Tourism 

Travel and tourism is one of the fastest growing industries in our world today.  Students will get to learn about 
various popular tourist destinations around the world, explore what makes these destinations so attractive to 
the public, and discover what goes on behind the scenes of the tourism industry.  Furthermore, students will 
have the chance to explore local tourist attractions, create a model of their own tourist attraction (eg. aerial 
park, camping resort), and learn marketing techniques to help their business grow! 

Wood Working - 2 x 4 Projects 

This course introduces students to the safe operation of hand tools and basic power tools. Basic skills of 
woodworking and carpentry will be introduced. Students will be able to build several medium sized simple 
projects constructed using common building materials such as 2 x 4, 2 x 2 and 1 x 4 dimensional lumber. 

Art 

Discovering art is a personal journey to develop critical thinking skills through creative tasks. Some of the 
medias we will use (but may change with student interests) are: pencil, charcoal, paint, collage, masking and 
sculpting. Lessons are designed to help students develop perceptual awareness and critical thinking skills. 
Students are required to purchase a sketchbook for this course. 

CSI (Competency in Skills for Investigating)  

Students will study different investigative skills including: handwriting analysis, footprints, microscope use, data 
analysis, interview skills. Creative thinking, logical reasoning and collaboration will be developed through a 
variety of puzzle solving scenarios.  Students will use their skills to create and solve “mock crime scenes” and 
“breakout rooms”. 

Cosmetology  

Cosmetology is an introduction for students to various design and application techniques in the world of 
cosmetology and fashion. The students create and implement various design challenges, they learn about the 
concepts of fashion and beauty around the world and through time, and they focus on developing healthy self-
concepts of beauty.  

Foods  

Food Studies focuses on teaching students some basic nutritional information, the basics of baking, and 
introduces them to easy lunches and suppers that can be prepared quickly with only a few ingredients. 

Model Rocketry 



Students will be  taught how to safely build and fly model rockets.  We will build rockets from kits, and from 
scratch using a variety of materials.  Students will analyse their early designs and create more refined rockets 
as they learn. We will also be able to create launch systems that they will be able to take home at the end of 
the course. 

Outdoor Pursuits  

Students will learn and practice a variety of outdoor skills. Possible skills include: knots, compass and gps use, 
shelters, gear and food planning, plant and animal track identification. Depending on snow conditions, students 
may have the opportunity to experience cross-country skiing and snowshoeing. There will be a combination of 
classroom lessons and outdoor lessons. Students who commit to this class must be prepared to participate 
outside in a variety of weather conditions. 

Practical Skills 

Students will learn and practice a wide variety of Practical Life Skills such as; using basic hand tools, tying 
knots, sourcing repair parts, soldering wires, reading maps, signing cheques, basic vehicle maintenance,  job 
applications, making a resume, basic banking, etc. 

Photography  

Photographers use their cameras as tools of exploration. They have the power to document events, reveal 
truths and change the way we see ourselves, so be ready to capture your own imagination. This program is 
designed to provide a balance between technical skills and artistic vision. You will explore a variety of topics 
including colour and light. This program also emphasizes critical thinking by requiring you to learn how to use 
technology confidently and safely. 

Media Studies  

 Everyday we are inundated with images from TV, movies, video games, YouTube, magazines, apps, social 
media, and advertisements. But why is the underlying message from all of these sources? In this class you will 
examine how we are influenced by the media in more ways than you might think. We will look at various media 
sources and analyze their content to see what the true message is building a media literacy framework. The 
framework draws on seven key aspects of digital literacy – ethics and empathy, privacy and security, 
community engagement, digital health, consumer awareness, finding and verifying and making and remixing. 

Community Volunteer Option - Fostering a community of care - “I have something to offer others” 

Do you enjoy meeting and helping others and giving of your talents and skills?  Do you wish to get some 
experience volunteering? This is the option for you!  This option consists of going out into the community and 
our school and volunteering.  We will also explore the benefits and responsibilities of volunteers, personal 
rewards of volunteering and keeping a log of volunteer hours which you can use for future resumes if needed.   
Activities may include visiting with Seniors, garbage picking, helping clean the church, raking leaves, and 
outdoor fall clean up.  Your ideas will also be valued! 
 

 

 


